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Purpose
1.

This paper:
•

provides additional information on opportunities to deliver new build public housing
supply through Community Housing Providers (CHPs) and Māori and iwi housing
providers, supplementing the briefing provided to you on 7 May [BRF 2021040932];

•

sets out some key messages for the CHP sector outlining a progressive partnership
approach in delivering public housing and a general overview on the types of
opportunities we are looking to progress; and

•

updates you on a suggested communications and engagement approach for the sector,
including a draft letter from you to the sector for your consideration.

Background
2.

Following our discussion with you on the CHP opportunities pipeline on 21 April, we provided
you a briefing on 7 May noting your recent decisions relating to the Community Housing
Provider public housing opportunities register and projects that may meet the additionality
criteria for delivering new supply [BRF 2021040932 refers]. We also outlined a high-level
phased approach for engaging with the CHP sector.

3.

You agreed to a number of scenarios related to additionality criteria we could use to assess
proposals for public housing. These are:
•

build to own opportunities in any location, even if the only additionality criteria is that the
CHP is able to leverage land that they own;

•

build to lease opportunities in some circumstances i.e. that deliver for a specific cohort or
support a CHP to expand, including smaller developments in Auckland, Christchurch and
Wellington (where Kāinga Ora has a strong pipeline and presence)

4.

We have provided further detail on the opportunities discussed and responded to your
questions regarding timeframes and confidence levels in the opportunities presented (Annex
1 and Annex 2). We have also included more information on opportunities for Māori and iwi
Community Housing Providers and how those align with the Budget 2021 bid: Whai Kāinga
Whai Oranga.

5.

You also asked for more information about existing projects that do not meet the additionality
criteria. We have provided this in Annex 3.

